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The Bajau (also called the Bayo, Gaj, Luaan, or Lutaos) are a highly mobile 
maritime people group that are found throughout the coastal areas of Sulawesi, 
Kalimantan, Sumatera, and Flores. In eastern Indonesia, the largest numbers of 
Bajau are found on the islands and in the coastal districts of Sulawesi. Their 
everyday language is the Bajau language, which is a branch of the Melayu 
(Malay) language cluster.
     While some Bajau have begun to live on land, many Bajau are still boat 
dwellers. Among the Bajau boat dwellers, local communities consist of scattered 
moorage groups made up of families whose members regularly return, between 
intervals of fishing, to a common anchorage site. Two to six families will group 
together in an alliance to regularly fish and anchor together, often sharing food 
and pooling labor, nets and other gear.
     The boat-dwelling Bajau see themselves (in contrast to their neighbors), as non-
aggressive people who prefer flight to physical confrontation. As a consequence, 
the politically dominant groups of the region have historically viewed the Bajau 
with disdain as timid, unreliable subjects.
     The Bajau are Sunni Muslims of the Shafi'i school. Claims to religious piety 
and learning are an important source of individual prestige. Owing to their boat 
nomadic way of life, the Bajau moorage groups lack mosques (mesjid), and must 
rely on the shore based communities for this.
     At this time, the Bajau need infrastructure development and renovations in the 
areas of health and education. Medical workers, facilities, and services in their 
communities are very inadequate. Immunization services have not yet fully 
covered the area, so that diphtheria, lung infections, polio, and various illnesses 
threaten many Bajau children. In the area of education, partially due to their 
nomadic lifestyle, many Bajau people are illiterate and cannot speak the national 
Indonesian language.
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Item Name Item Note

The Bajau of Indonesian

Have They Heard The Gospel? Profile Summary
Believe In Jesus As God & Only Savior (%) 0%

Number Of Churches 0

Countries Where People Group Lives Group Description
Country Name Indonesia

Economics Group Description
Occupation The marine life exploited by the Bajau fishermen is diverse, including over 200 

species of fish. Fishing activity varies with the tides, monsoonal and local winds, 
currents, migrations of pelagic fish, and the monthly lunar cycle. During moonless 
nights, fishing is often done with lanterns, using spears and handlines. Today, fishing 
is primarily for market sale. Most fish are preserved by salting or drying.

Community Development Group Description
Shelter Description The boats that are used as family dwellings vary in size and construction. In Indonesia 

and Malaysia, boats average 10 meters in length with a beam of about 2 meters. They 
are plank constructed with solid keel and bow sections. All are equipped with a roofed 
living area made of poles and kajang matting and a portable earthenware hearth used 
for preparing family meals, usually carried near the stern.

Religion & Response Status of Christianity
Religious Practices & Ceremonies Among boat dwelling communities in particular, community spirit mediums (dukun) 

are assembled at least once a year for a public seance and nightly trance dancing. In 
times of epidemic illness, they are also called on to set a spirit boat adrift in the open 
sea beyond the village or anchorage site in order to remove illness causing spirits from 
the community.


